NUCLEAR SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION AND EVIDENCE FOR
RQsum6.-Nous avons observe un changement brutal 3 170 mK de la dspendance en temperature des temps de relaxation dans le D, solide et nous interprgtons ce changement par une transition de phase d'un verre quadrupolaire.
Abstract.-We present new results for the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation times in solide n-D2(X(J=1)=0.33) at low temperatures. There is an abrupt change in the temperature dependance of the relaxation times at T -170 mK and we interpret this in terms of a possible transition to a quadrupolar glass phase.
Recent low temperature N.M.R. experiments on solid H, at low ortho hydregee concentrations 11-51 have shown evidence for the existence of transitions to a quadrupolar glass phase in which the orientational degrees of freedom of the ortho molecules are frozen at random. We present here preliminary results of a study of the nuclear spinlattice relaxation times of solid n-D2(X(J=1)=0.33) which show an abrupt change in their temperature dependence analogous to the changes observed in solid H, for low. ortho H, concentrations 111.
The interest in solid Hz and solid D, lies in their quantum crystal aspects. The orbital angular momentum J is a good quantum number and at low temperatures only the lowest J values J = 0 and J = 1 need to be considered.Spin statistics require that we consider two molecular species : ortho H,(J=l, I = l ) and para H2(J=0, I=O) and para Dn(J=I, I=]) and ortho D2(J=0, 1=0 and I=2). I is the total nuclear spin. At high temperatures the J=l molecules behave as an assembly of weakly interacting rotators but for temperatures T<3K, the anisotropic intermolecular interactions (principally electrostatic quadrupole-quadrupole) result in a collective orientational ordering of the J=I molecules. The EQQ interaction of an isolated pair is minimized for a "tee" configuration but it is impossible to rezlize a 3-D close packed lattice with all the molecules mutually perpendicular. The system is "frustrated"161 and for pure ortho H, and pure para D, the total free energy is minimized when the molecules are aligned parallel to the body diagonals Z of an f.c.c. lattice 171 (Pa, space group). a The ordered state is characterized by the order parameters < 3~~~ -2>. The ground state cannot be accurately descriged in terms of single particle states I JZ = 0> and one must use many body quantum crystal te%niques in order to account for the zero point fluctuations of the orientations of the mole- We have studied the relaxation times of solid n-D2 for 60<T<500 mK at 25 MHz. A typical recovery from partial saturation'is shown in figure 1 where one can identify two distinct relaxation rates T (short) and T~ (long). At high temperatures T~~< T~~< T~~, the 2-bath model predicts T~= 'clL
and T~ % ~,~/1-1 where 1~. = T~~/ T~!~ < 5. ~t low temperatures one expects that 'r12 < 'rIL < T~~ and thereforeTs " T12 and TR T /p. The Ts and TR 1 L obtained from these recoveries for several tempe- These results provide indirect evidence for a possible transition to an ordered phase for X=0.33
We plan to extend theae studies to higher para concentrations and imparticular study the low temperature N.M.R. lineshapes near the critical concentration.
ratures are shown in fugure 2 and are consistent with this interpretation. There is a dramatic change in the temperature dependence of the relaxation rates at T = 170 mK similar to that observed in solid H , / I / .
